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Padasalai.Net’s - X STD KEY FOR HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION 

English Paper 1st Paper 

1.Magnanimous- generous 2.Barely               x sufficiently  

 shortcomings  - defects Late                   x   early 

 brawls               -  fights Refused            x   permitted 

 reverence         -   respect Fortunate         x   unfortunate 

Privilege               -- rights Sympathetic     x     rude 

3. TC- transfer certificate 15. people will love you 

4. whose books are these? 16.we completed the work on time- SVOA 

5.  Dust bin    - trash can 17.  don’t they 

6.   seafood 18. lotus is more beautiful than any other flower 

7. scissors   - scissors 19.everyone can remember how Dhoni batted 
against the Sri Lankans 

8.satiable- insatiable 20. inspite of being poor, he is happy 

9.takes after- resembles 21.I enjoy writing stories for children 

10.in-ter-nal.   Re-fuse.     En-ter-tain-ment 22.in addition to a car, he owns a jeep 

11.He faced the situation with positive mind 23.yesterday, I met the university lecturer 

12.My decision is to get centum in English 
13.PWD removed the huts from the beach made 
it look pleasant. 
14. Every attempt he made was successful 

24. aArrange the things properly before the class 
commence 

25. He was sick but he attended the class 
26. The books had been printed by the press and they were despatched by them in on time 
27. She said to me, “ I will meet you tomorrow” 
28. If Sita studies well, she will pass the exam 
29. Ajay is the weightiest of all.* Ajay’s weight is more than  Vikram 
30. The teacher said, “ Be sure to turn off the lights when you leave the room.” 

31. On set of monsoon 32. Arrival of water truck 

33. It covers the workers over the age of 18 34. Artist can bring wellness to this planet. 

35. yes. Sometimes we acted upon by those who 
are around us.so it influenced. 

36. Hughie misunderstood Trever and gave him 
alms but he was a millionaire 

37. It narrates the story of Shiva’s might. 38 . Meaningful paragraph. 39. Memory poem 

40. Noble heart.   45. trees—breeze 

41. Deep pride and reverence 46. breed- brood 

42.Autumn 47.abcb 

43.Holy songs 48.heard- heard. 

44. Time that we wasted 49.Personification 

51. It is necessary one and boon for the ready convenience 
b). Just flash my card, sign and walk out. 
c).People fall into debt trap because they don’t understand how the world of money works. 
d) Postpone payment 
e)We remember that we are paying interest on the amount that you revolve from one billing cycle 
to the next  

52. Apples are not so sweet as mangoes 
      Ravi was absent yesterday                               
This is a union of workerWe discussed the water 
problem at the meeting 
I have two sisters – in - law 

53. Boys ,girl, house, tree and sun 
No. they are in a home for children. They look 
same  age group. 
 Late Evening 
Compromise, helping tendency , cleanliness 
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Avvai home/ hostel 
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